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Abstract. The main purpose of the article is to investigate the dynamics of awareness 
of students, i.e. future law enforcement officers, who will be expected to provide security 
for other people on the risks for their own or personal safety in the digital space. The 
paper presents both theoretical considerations and empiric data from the study (completed 
in 2016, 2017, 2019) aimed at investigating whether future law enforcement students 
recognize the main risks of the safety in the digital space. The study is important in the light 
that so much of contemporary social, personal and professional life is being carried out in 
the digital space. If future law enforcement officers are unable to recognize safety risks, as 
a consequence, they will not be professional and ready enough to consult and to provide 
support for citizens on the issues that in some cases start dominating the functioning of a 
contemporary person in the contemporary world.
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1. Introduction

As a phenomenon, the Internet was introduced without any clear rules 
or requirements. It was such an innovation that no one thought of introducing 
it together with the set of rules in order to guarantee a plan, control, and safety. 
Therefore, today, several decades later, it is sometimes difficult to ensure safety as 
many of the measures have to be introduced (and were introduced) at a later date as 
a compensation [1]. B. Schneier [2] noted that “computer security is not a problem 
that technology can solve. Security solutions have a technological component, 
but security is fundamentally a people’s problem”. Social networks have gained 
an immense popularity in the recent decade. This part of the Internet possesses a 
specific set of requirements for a user. It is estimated that as many as 2.51 billion 
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users participate in social networks, and the estimation for 2020 is 2.95 billion users 
[3]. This popularity means that with an increased number of users, the likelihood 
for breaching personal data increases as well [4]. Therefore, the author states that 
only to some degree it is possible to guarantee one’s rights in social networks. One 
of the reasons for this deficiency is the fact that the users still have gaps in the 
competences on the safety in social networks.

With the advancement of technologies and, consequently, with the 
advancement of the Internet (or rather materials/entries on the Internet) becoming 
a product of almost everyone on the globe, the safety in the digital space becomes 
a complex task that only joint efforts of users and IT professionals may face 
effectively. Seemingly, benign pranks may be transformed into a conscious and 
financially motivated activity [5]. An example of an intolerable behavior is the Tay 
[6]. Microsoft cancelled the testing of artificial intelligence because the software 
began generating racist entries in 24 hours [7]. 

The introspection of a rather recent and short history is provided for the 
arguments for the necessity not only to introduce but also to discuss with every 
student, a future law enforcement officer, the dimensions of safety in the digital 
space. 

The object at the focus of this paper is the dynamics of awareness (future law 
enforcement officers who will be obliged to provide security for other people and 
be aware of the risks for their own/personal safety in the digital space) on possible 
risks in the digital space.

Therefore, the main purpose is to investigate the dynamics of future law 
enforcement officers’ awareness of possible risks in the digital space.

The objectives of the paper are as follows:
1. To discuss and provide the terms (working concepts) of the social network 

site and the safety of the users’ data;
2. Based on the critical analysis of scientific literature, to identify the 

perspectives of social network users on the safety risks of personal data;
3. To identify (though considering also the limitations of the study) the 

dynamics over the years on students’ awareness of the risks for the safety on the 
Internet (specifically, in social networks). 

For the development of this paper, the methods of critical scientific 
literature analysis and the empiric four-phase study (2016-2019) were employed. 
It should be taken into consideration, however, that the paper further elaborates 
the considerations that were already addressed in the previous publications ([8], 
[9]). The authors carry out an on-going study with the aim to identify tendencies, 
patterns and dynamics.
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2. Social Network: History and Current Situation

It is possible to define social network sites as web-based services that allow 
individuals to construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, 
articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and view and 
traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system. The 
nature, architecture and nomenclature of these connections may vary from site to 
site. The users of Classmates.com (started in November, 1995) did not have an 
opportunity to create their own profiles or the lists of friends. A statistical user of 
SixDegrees.com (started in May, 1996) was associated with a maximum of 6 joint 
associates. In about a decade, dramatic changes in the coverages of social networks 
were instigated by the Web.2.0 technologies. On the one hand, the improvements 
prompted even those people who were skeptical about joining the communities to do 
just so. On the other hand, such a fast invasion had its own consequences, because 
the users do not always use the technologies in a competent and safe way. The Web 
2.0 tools enable the creation and sharing of spontaneous and horizontal information. 
Why is it important for an educationalist to monitor and step in the process? In 
many cases, information creation and sharing is uncontrollable, therefore - which is 
at the core of this paper - unsafe for sharing because almost anyone may share and 
access what is shared ([10], [11], [12]). 

The lack of personal negative experience prevents users from being careful in 
the sphere, they do not protect personal data or their profiles and, surely, the entries 
within: pictures, movies and texts [13].  

The analysis of recent studies in the field reveals that a number of studies on 
the Internet safety and social networks was impressive [14]). A group of studies 
was dedicated to the safety of information on the Internet. The Lithuanian National 
Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-LT) has a task to promote security 
for the information society by preventing, observing, and solving information 
security incidents and disseminating information on threats to information security 
[15]. The agency cooperates with LITNET CERT (Computer Emergency Response 
Team of LITNET networks), SSDCN (Secure State Data Communication Network, 
the foundation for national information communication technologies (ICT) 
infrastructure that safeguards data exchange between state institutions and secure 
delivery of e-government services), Cyber-Police, and the Ministry of National 
Defence. 

The Communications Regulatory Authority created the website esaugumas.
lt [16] with the main purpose to provide the information on safe behavior on the 
Internet and recommendations on avoiding the incidents. The website published 
several representative studies (completed in May-June, 2016) on the attitudes and 
awareness of parents of 5-18 or 14-18-year olds [17] and a sociological study on the 
impact of the project Saugesnis internetas (Safer Internet) on the awareness of the 
society completed in May, 2012  [16].
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3. Dimensions of Safety in the Digital Space: Alarms and Routine

The EUROSTAT [18] data shows that in 2015 1 of 4 Internet users was 
alarmed by his/her safety on the Internet in the European Union. S. Jastiuginas [19] 
goes as far as to suggest that inability of individuals and organisations to manage 
safely the information-communication systems may result in problems for the states 
themselves, therefore, the ability to manage and use information safely may (and 
must) turn into a strategic priority for organisations and states. Only those states that 
ensure safety of information also provide the basis for other dimensions of safety and 
counter-measures for international risk management ([20], [21]). The most recent 
events (e.g., Panama Papers) illustrate the controversy that each organization and 
state faces. On the one hand, it was a leak of sensitive information which shows the 
shortcomings of information management systems, on the other hand, the leaking 
disclosed unethical and even potentially criminal process (which paradoxically may 
be considered a counter-criminal activity from a certain perspective) [22]. Those 
and other dimensions have already become and will only be a more dominant part 
of a law enforcement officer’s work. 

In 2008, when Facebook was still a relatively new technology, K. Lewis, 
J. Kaufman and N. Christakis invited 1,740 students from the USA to participate 
in a survey [23]. Out of a total, 1,710 students (98.3%) had Facebook profiles. 
K. Lewis, J. Kaufman and N. Christakis found that “a student is significantly more 
likely to have a private profile if (1) the student’s friends, and especially roommates, 
have private profiles; (2) the student is more active on Facebook; (3) the student 
is female; and (4) the student generally prefers music that is relatively popular 
(high meaning) and only music that is relatively popular (low SD)” ([23], p. 94). 
Therefore, the authors concluded that the boundaries between the private and the 
public were transcended: “users venture too far into public space with private 
details, and the consequence is a crashed party, a lost job opportunity, or – at an 
extreme – sexual assault or identity theft” [23]. The authors, however, shared the 
conviction that the next generation may find the way in organising the digital space 
in a more safe way with the introduction of certain filters for safety; maybe the 
digital space will become “self-regulating systems”. 

Some authors state forcefully that ensuring the safety of computers is 
simply impossible without ensuring the safety of the Internet. On the one hand, 
superficially, the Internet provides a technical platform for self-realisation and the 
freedom of speech [1], on the other hand, we want – and even have legal rights – 
to be safe on the Internet the same way we want safety in the physical reality. 
Sometimes we expect the safety to be ensured without us investing in it. The Article 
8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union stipulates the right 
to the protection of personal data [26], though this stipulation came into focus many 
years before the era of computers and the Internet. The advance of technology 
poses new challenges to activities, even very detailed explanations on procedures 
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how personal data should be protected [25] may not be sufficient if each and any 
individual in this transparent to the extent of dangerous era of ever present Internet 
does not participate.

The anonymity of users contributes to the self-realisation and the freedom 
of speech. It is a great paradox: on the one hand, we all want to ensure safety on 
the Internet, and on the other hand, it is the anonymity that adds to the openness 
and freedom of speech. This is the paradox that comprises a large part of our 
contemporary life.

4. Methodology of Empirical Study

Phase 1. N=178 (80 in 2016, 67 in 2017, 31 in 2019). The respondents were 
19-23 year old second- or third-year students of higher education. The students 
were invited to carry out a survey at the beginning of the semester. The data is not 
presented due to the limitation of the scope of the paper. 

Phase 2. N=178 (as above). The test developed during the national project 
Langas į ateitį (Window to the Future) [25] was used for the purpose. The 
standards of the National IT proficiency of the Republic of Lithuania as well as the 
requirements set by the European Computer Driving Licence (ECDL), Microsoft 
Unlimited Potential Community Learning Curriculum and Microsoft Digital 
Literacy Curriculum V.2 were taken into consideration while developing this test.

The estimations were designed as follows: if a respondent received a score 
less than (<) 60%, he or she failed the test; if the score was 60%-70%, he or she was 
identified as a novice user; if the score was 70%-80%, he or she was identified an 
independent user; 80%-90% - a proficient user; 90% and more - an advanced user. 
This phase of the study was aimed at identifying the students’ IT competence level 
according to a standardized objective perspective by using a standardized test. Due 
to the limitation of the study, the results are not presented in this paper.

Phase 3? 4?. N=89 (2017), 31 in 2019. Students were invited to share their 
perspective on safety in the digital space. The questions on Facebook were as follows: 
Closed questions: How many friends do you have on Facebook? To what extent do 
you know your Facebook friends? Open questions: What are the advantages and 
shortcomings of social networks? Please explain how do you protect your privacy 
in a social network. Do you know who receives the materials that you upload on 
your Facebook profile? 

The comparison of the data from 2017 and 2019 is presented in the table 
below.
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Data from 2017 (89 students) Data from 2019 (31 students)
Item: Please explain how do you protect your privacy in a social network.

The analysis revealed that students may be 
grouped into the following three groups:

1. Students are not really sure that they control 
their safety/privacy on Facebook to a significant 
level from the perspective of what is available to 
other people (“I do not control anything...”).

2. Students admit that they are not safe on 
Facebook (“I try that the minimal number of 
people whom I do not know personally have 
access to the contents I upload, because I do 
not know in what way that may be used or 
for what purposes”; “I am not sure whether 
the information about me is accessible just to 
the level that I want and authorize….”; “The 
problem is that I am not always sure who 
is behind the profile; therefore, there might 
be problems while sharing info in profiles. 
Information may get somewhere that I do not 
want and cause problems”; “So many people 
know what it is that you are interested in, what 
you do…“; “My safety as a user on the scale of 1 
to 10 is 4”).

3. Students state that they control their safety 
on Facebook (“I feel safe in this environment 
because I may decide what is public and what is 
not. Facebook has its regulations and rules which 
ensure user safety…”; “I control everything the 
way I want. That is what applications are for. 
Only my friends are allowed access to the whole 
account; it is only me who has access to contacts; 
I regulate the patterns for communication 
and access to information”; “Well, I control 
the access by using applications according 
to the necessity, including access to contacts, 
information and access to my profile”).

The analysis revealed that students may be 
grouped into the following four groups.

1. This group has most responses. Students 
are conscious about positive dangers in the 
digital space. 13 students expressed concerns 
that there might be threats, however, they 
try to implement some measures that were 
grouped into subgroups. The first one includes 
attempts to use strong passwords; the second 
one includes attempts to control what they 
upload on the platforms (e.g. avoid uploading 
personal information, such as address or bank 
account details); the third subgroup encompasses 
attempts to control whom they label ‘friends’; the 
fourth subgroup includes only one contribution 
which equals ‘safety’ to ‘safety from viruses.

2. The second group has contributions of 9 
students’ answers proving that students feel safe 
in the digital space.

3. The third group has 3 contributions revealing 
that students feel unsafe, e.g., “I do not think we 
are safe in the digital space. Therefore, we have 
to be very careful in the digital space in terms of 
what we upload”. 

The last group (5 contributions) is comprised of 
the answers “do not know” or no information.    

Item: Do you know who receives the materials that you upload on your Facebook profile?
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The answers to the second open question may be 
grouped into the following three groups:

1. Students do not feel safe in the digital 
space (social networks). The contributions were 
allocated into this group as follows: “Others 
will have as much information about you as 
you share. It is impossible to trust a person, let 
alone a social network”; “I do not upload any 
materials”; “I do not send anything personal. If I 
need to do that, I use other channels”. 

2. Students know that they do not have full 
control over the entries/materials that they 
share with friends in social networks: “I send 
something to a specific person but will also 
receive materials I do not know”; “Of course, a 
person to whom I send information receives it, 
however, I do not know what are the next steps 
for its travel”.

3. The greatest number of students were 
allocated into the group of those who did not 
know the mechanism of information flow and 
spread in social networks because they were 
(unfortunately and groundlessly) sure about 
who were the intermediate of the end recipients 
of their entries: “Those whom I indicate as 
recipients get the entries; and my opinions and 
ideas are also available only for those pre-set 
recipients”; “...Yes, I control those who may 
see my posts and pictures and everything that I 
share...”.

The analysis revealed that students may be 
grouped into the following three groups.

1. The majority (25 students) expressed 
uncertainty about who and how become the 
recipients of materials. The contributions were 
classified to three subgroups. The contributions 
that express a certain level of IT competencies 
were classified to the first subgroup. Students 
shared their opinion that any information or click 
is saved somewhere in servers, any information, 
even if it is addressed to a particular person and 
may also be viewed by a platform administrators. 
Also, students think that it is important to use 
all available tools for privacy in order to have 
at least any. The second subgroup include 
contributions, which show that any recipient may 
also serve as a sender, therefore, the uploaded 
materials may become publicly available (e.g. 
“I hope, but I am not sure at all. Even if I send 
something to a particular person, there is no 
guarantee the materials will not become available 
to others”).

2. 3 students were sure about the final recipient 
(e.g. “Yes, because when I send something, I 
indicate who should receive and view it”).

3. 3 students were not sure about the final 
recipient, however, they did not express concern 
about that. 

5. Conclusions

The empiric study revealed that although in 2017 and 2019 the contributions 
were classified into three groups, the dynamics is positive. Students’ contributions 
revealed that they became more competent and conscious about the safety in the 
digital space. 

Notwithstanding the fact that two years ago the majority of students 
demonstrated a certain naivety about control in the digital space, the recent study 
revealed that students became more competent about the processes and mechanisms 
of the user’s immediate actions. 

Two years ago, young people (students) did not draw a line between ‘private’ 
and ‘public’ in their activities/information shared in the digital spaces. Some of 
them do, or think they do, but, obviously (and thankfully), the lack of personal 
experience in the dangers of being negligent in the digital space prevents them 
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from being cautious. With the digital space comprising so much of a contemporary 
person’s life, i.e. e-banking, studies, regulation/monitoring of loans/mortgages, etc., 
it is imperative to remind young people about the necessity to keep certain areas of 
life private and as safe as it is technologically possible. That especially applies to 
future law enforcement officers because they have to set a personal example and be 
ready to consult a citizen and community on the issue.

Recent study, however, revealed that students already know that everything 
published in the digital space remains there (at least in the backing systems). Also, 
students know that the efficiency of privacy tools is not absolute, therefore, they do 
not trust blindly their recipients even if they are ‘friends’. 

The recent stream of events associated with Facebook during the last two 
years changed general opinion. The new legislation either came into force or the 
discussions about the necessity to have stricter legal framework gained impetus 
nationally and internationally. Even so, still there are students, including future law 
enforcers, who lack either competencies or experiences or both to ensure their own 
safety in the digital space despite the positive dynamics of awareness.

Therefore, we, educational professionals in higher education, should be 
aware of the very fact that even though young people are quite proficient in using 
the Internet and its tools, it does not automatically mean that they are ready and 
proficient in using those tools safely. And, consequently, our educationalists’ 
efforts to compensate for that are necessary, especially while educating future law 
enforcers, who, to add to the complexity, will be expected to consult other citizens 
on the issue.
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